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It’s not what you see, it’s how you see it 
 

 
Dr Simon Beard is a freelance researcher, tutor & consultant at the London School of Economics. Below he 
shares his experiences of studying STEM with a visual impairment. 

 
Using a keilor lens – depth not breadth: 
 
More or less my whole education has been mediated through a keilor lens, a small, but very powerful, 
magnifying glass that sits on the front of a pair of spectacles. With it I can overcome my significant visual 
impairment and read any text or see any detail that others can see – in fact I probably see slightly more. 
With it, on the other hand, I can only see a small fraction of the field of vision that others can see, just about 
enough to cover the word fraction in this size of text. 
 
Without a doubt this lens has given me access to education I would have struggled to receive otherwise. 
The fact that I do not depend upon Braille, or any substantial piece of technical kit such as CCTV or audio 
playback, means that I can access whatever I want, when I want. However my keilor lens has not just 
changed what I can see, it’s changed how I have learned and what I have been able to do. Just as with its 
effects on my vision, it has given me depth in exchange for breadth. 
 
One way in which it has done this is very simple. Only being able to read one word at a time, and having to 
move my head across a page rather than my eyes means that I read far more slowly than most people. 
Depending on conditions, I usually read slightly slower than people can read out loud. I have therefore read 
a lot less than most people of my educational level, and especially a lot less non-fiction. On the other hand, 
since I am physically incapable of 'skimming' a page I tend to get a lot more out of the things I read and 
remember them a lot better than others, so that I have a more in-depth knowledge of the core texts in my 
subject then many of my contemporaries.  
 
 
The impact of my visual impairment on my studying of STEM: 
 
This much is relatively straight forward. However, I want to focus on two other ways in which my visual 
impairment has given me depth at the expense of breadth. The first of these is in relation to many of the 
ways in which we express the relationship between ideas, in particular complex formula, graphs and 
diagrams. The limitation of only being able to see part of a formula or part of a diagram at any one time has 
prevented me from making good use of these tools, and has fundamentally altered the way in which I 
understand mathematics and science. 
 
It is not that I am un-mathematical, I like numbers and find diagrams very useful. However, they must be 
simple, small enough to fit into my field of vision, or else they must be expressed in ways that are not 
visual. Translating a graph into a series of movements has always made it much easier for me to 
understand, as has breaking down the numbers and letters of a formula into their component ideas. When I 
was learning statistics, I could neither understand nor use the formula for producing a standard deviation 
until I first understood what standard deviation was and why every component of that formula was there, 
then it was no problem. Similarly, I have always suffered from mistakes in understanding and interpreting 
information that was given to me in big diagrams or long equations. I once lost a great deal of marks in my 
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GCSE maths paper, and received a A rather than an A* grade, because I misread a single figure in a long 
equation as 2x rather than x
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It is not only in the use of formula and pictures that this trade-off between depth and breadth has affected 
my ability to learn and understand. It has also severely affected my spelling and certain features of my 
spatial awareness. I have had it diagnosed as an 'acquired dyslexia', but to me that is simply a medical 
term that is useful for putting on forms. The fact is that I don't quite see things in the same way as people 
who lack my visual impairment and my way of dealing with it. 
 
This brings me onto the final way in which I have exchanged breadth for depth as a result of my disability. I 
no longer study Mathematics or Science directly, but instead work in philosophy. My specialism is in 
philosophy of science and the social sciences, and the interrelationship between science, ethics and public 
policy. This involves dealing with many of the concepts and ideas that I have come across whilst I studied 
science and mathematics – uncertainty, risk, optimisation, objectivity and the scientific method. However I 
now deal with these concepts as fundamental ideas to be dealt with directly, rather than as considerations 
to be taken into account alongside practical empirical results. I still read scientific papers on a regular basis, 
and engage with them in my work, but it is an engagement that involves going deeper to analyse what they 
are really saying, and does not directly build upon the breadth of research that builds up the scientific 
corpus. Because I required a deeper understanding before I could interpret the everyday tools of science 
and maths, I have come to focus on just these thorny issues that come from that understanding, and that 
has ultimately meant moving away from science and mathematics, much as I enjoy both subjects. 
 
 
To conclude: 
 
In one sense this is a real success, since I can study what I understand and apply it to what I love, and I 
feel I am making the best contribution I can to real debates in science and in policy. However, in another 
sense it is no success, since what it shows is that, at least in my case, there is not accepted method of 
working within science and mathematics that can substitute spatial visual tools for other means of 
understanding and expressing relationships. That can be a real problem for a visually impaired person and 
has been a significant barrier in my own attempts to work within science and mathematics. I come from a 
family of engineers and I often think that had I been fully sighted I would have become an engineer myself. 
However, I am very much aware that in that case I probably wouldn't be working on the deep and 
fundamental questions that I am able to engage with in my philosophical research. I love philosophy, and 
although I regret having to sacrifice breadth for depth, in my vision, my reading, my ability to interpret 
formula and diagrams and even my entire area of understanding, I thoroughly enjoy my research and the 
depth of reading, interpretation, understanding and even vision that it gives me. 
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